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Preface

•Sikkim—A Kingdom of Flowers', that is what Pawan
Chamllng, Chief Minister of Sikkim dreams of making this
22'"' State of India. During a warm and frank conversation
on his dreams and desires at Mintokgang in Gangtok, he
said. "My one dream, my ardent desire is to make Sikkim
truly a kingdom of flowers, the number one state in India."
Incidentally, Mintokgang, the official residence of the Chief
Minister, literally means the "Hill of Flowers". And indeed
it is. Having had the privilege of seeing many official
residences of chief ministers of India, one is fascinated
with the beauty of the Hill of Flowers. Not only are the
approaches and garden patches of the Mintokgang abloom
with beautiful flowers, even the visitors' rooms of the
residence are always aesthetically decorated with charming
effect so evident in nearly all facets of Sikkimese life today.

Chamling tries to make dreams come true all the time.
A healthy change is his major instrument and democratic
way, his grand obsession.

First impressions are last impressions. A serious and
concerned study of life and change leads to the investigation
of the processes of change and their effect on the lives of
people, which dreamers like Pawan Chamling strive to
improve. A conversaUon with the political leader led to
delving further into the hopes, aspirations, and changes
taking place in the lives of the people of Sikkim under the
spell of the 'Chamling effect'. Although this was visible in
the early 1990s when the Dreamer-Chief Minister began
translating his ideas of a truly people-oriented democracy
into reality against all social, economic and political odds,
it was evident in 2001 more than seven years after Sikkim
had been under his dynamic leadership.

During a tour of Sikkim with my wife, Vijay, in May 2001,
and subsequent gathering of material and research, my
impression that Sikkim has much to offer as a role model
to the rest of the Indian nation strengthened. It is one state
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The Boy from Yangan

September 9. 1992. Zero Hour in the Sikkim Legislative
Assembly. The lone opposition member in the 32-member
House seeks the permission of the Speaker to raise an
issue that would normally be allowed. The chair, on this
occasion, however, disagrees.

There is a moment of uneasy calm. The tension is almost
palpable. There has been almost no opposition to speak of
in the Assembly's history since 1975. What will this one
man do in the face of such daunting ruling party presence?
Nonchalantly, the opposition MLA reaches into his coat
pocket and pulls out a candle. As the 31 other MLAs watch,
he calmly lights it, stands up from his seat and starts
making a round of the House, carefully cupping the lit
candle in his hands. No one moves, no one titters. Eveiyone
watches the MLA, who seems to be searching for something
with the help of the candle. Then in a clear voice that
reverberates around the hall, the candleholder asks,
"Where is democracy? I am looking for it here in the
Assembly hall."

The defiant one-man opposition member then walks up
determinedly towards the seat of the leader of the House.
Standing resolutely in front of him, he asks, "Isn't
democracy trapped inside the pocket of the chief minister?"
His rhetorical question is an indictment and the 31
members of the ruling party can do little but sit back in
consternation. Then he adds, "I will go to eveiy comer of
Sikkim in search of democracy and 1 will keep searching
until I find it." With those words he walks out, leaving a
bemused legislature chamber behind. Outside, the news
spreads like wildfire. "Where is democracy?" echoes in all
the picturesque towns and rustic hamlets of Sikkim.

The man who set out to search for democracy in 1992
and then ensured it did not vanish from Sikkim was Pawan

w/mmm. /i 'yj
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Is Fire Allowed Inside the House?

Those who thought that legislative and public opposition
could be suppressed in Sikkim with the sacking of
Chamling and the letting loose of terror against him were
mistaken. Pawan Chamling was to play a historic role in
the political history of Sikkim as a champion of the
democratic principle, ethic and practice of opposition.
Great leaders before him had taught the nation that in a
democracy difference of opinion was no aberration and
dissent no crime. The Indian nation had proved over more
than half a century after independence that there was room
for parties and leaders with different ideologies and
approaches to play their role in the policymalang and
governance of a democratic society. That was the reason
why democracy worked in India when it failed in many
other neighbouring and African. Asian, or even European
countries. Failure of democracy and democratic institutions
was paved by impatience and intolerance of the ways and
views of those who differed. Pawan Chamling proved that
while others paid just lip service to the doctrine of
opposition, he was the one who was deeply committed to it.
He knew how to practice it with courage and conviction.

As one of his ardent admirers said, "the story of the
political journey of Pawan Chamling would most likely
remain incomplete without remembering the famous zero
hour episode in the Sikkim Vidhan Sabha on September 9.
1992." With his sacking from the Government and
expulsion from the ruling Sikkim Sangram Parishad, he
was now the lone opposition member in the 32-member
Vidhan Sabha.

The eye witness account of G.K. Subba. who was then the
Secretary to the Governor and the Legislative Assembly, is
noteworthy. Recalling the dramatic scene, he says.
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A Party is Born

The expulsion of Pawan Chamling from the Sikkim
Sangram Parishad had already triggered a state-wide wave
of activities. Disregarding the wrath of the powers that be,
almost the entire poor and the underprivileged section of
society in Sikkim ranged itself behind Chamling. Though
distanced from the corridors of mling power, he came
closer to the people eveiy day. It seemed destiny and
determination were both guiding him.

Bhandari, who came to power on the de-merger issue,
instead of retrieving the lost identity, ruled the state as a
tyrant. People were deceived every time leaders hoodwinked
them with emotional outburst and irrational slogans. When
people realized the truth, it was too late. Then, yet another
social awakening became essential. Histoiy repeats itself if
people allow themselves to be deceived by propaganda.
Something similar occurred in Sikkim. As more and more
people began to listen to Bhandari, he went from bad to
worse as a ruler.

On March 4, 1993, the Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF)
was bom. The new party was founded by Pawan Chamling
with a clear and open commitment to uphold democracy,
justice, and development aspirations of the people. Chamling
was unanimously elected the President of the new party
which was slated to change the very social and political life
of Sikkim.

The SDF was not bom without reason. It had become
essential to fight against the anti-people policies being
pursued by the then govemment. SDF's objective was thus
to shoulder the grave responsibility of replacing such
policies by a pro-poor policy and programme. Behind its
formation, there were principled thoughts and values to
shape the destiny of the Sikkimese people.

Restoration of democracy was one of the foremost
priorities of the SDF party. Sikkim, which had merged into
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Messiah of the Poor

A Mercedes car suddenly appeared at Ghurbisey village,
Pawan Chamling's home, on December 11, 1994. The car
had reached ChamJing's home to feny him to the capital
the next day for his swearing-in as the chief minister for
the first time. The Mercedes used to be the official car of
the chief ministers of Sikkim in the past. Pawan Chamling
was the Chief Minister-designate after the landslide poll
victory in the just concluded Assembly elections. However,
the Chief Minister this time was a different man, not used
to luxuiy and not willing to ride in such comfort when there
were thousands of poor people struggling for their
livelihood. The next day, Pawan Chamling reached Gangtok
in his old jeep for the swearing-in ceremony.

The Mercedes remained unoccupied. Chamling had a veiy
clear mind. He had declared and said,

"Cars like the Mercedes costing Rs. 50 or 60 lakhs
are not befitting for the Chief Minister of a poor and
backward state. It may be suitable for the President
of USA or the British Prime Minister, but not the
Sikkim C.M., where the majority are poor, struggling
for their bare sustenance. Yes, I will board such
costly cars only when every Sikkimese has at least
a Jeep of his own. Till such time, I will use only a
Gypsy or a Jeep."

This is the quintessential Chamling who identifies
himself with the plight of the poor people. He consciously
sacrifices comfort and luxury. Coming from a humble
background himself, Chamling is forever looking for an
occasion and opportunity to serve the poor and the
downtrodden. He strives to lubricate the wheels of
economic and social instruments to provide the Sikkimese
people a life of honour and dignity. Not for nothing have the
poor people of Sikkim hailed him as the messiah of the poor.
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Redefining the Security Dynamics

ChaiTiUng is known for his distaste for the cult of dynasty
rule and nepotism. In his family comprising his immediate
relations, making almost a total of 30 male and female
members, he is the only one with an active interest in
politics. His personal effort has always been to ensure that
the Sikkim Democratic Front and its government in Sikkim
are not blemished by the stain of djmastic rule. To quote
Chamling, "As long as I am the President of the party, I will
not nominate my wife or son or daughter to become an
MLA, MP. or a minister." True to his words, there is no
interference of his wife, children or other family members
in state affairs.

The Chamlings, at home in Gangtok, in Namchi and in
Yangang, give a clear impression of a simple and
straightforward rural middle-class family devoted to
traditional values and striving for a better life. Perhaps the
personal chemistry between Pawan Chamling and his
extremely vivacious and graceful wives, D.M. Chamling and
Tika Maya Chamling, has also strongly contributed to the
family ambience. The abode of the Chamlings shows that
they value the richness of nature far more than personal
wealth. The ancestral home in Yangang is very much a
traditional farmer's home with some semblance of modernity
like electricity and a telephone.

The yard at the Yangang home announces the peasant
identity of the residents by the farming implements
scattered here and there. The senior Chamling still looks
after his cardamom plantation and a minimal stock of
cattle (once he had more than 30 in his herd). The house
in Namchi where Chamling and his wife lived before
politics moved them to the capital Gangtok, is also a
modest farmer's home. It does not pronounce any
conspicuous display of wealth or grandeur. Of course, its
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Sikkimising the Globalisation
Process

The tiger, they say, always swims upstream against the
current. The snake and the vermin proceed in a zigzag and
uncertain manner. In politics too, there are the
mainstreamers and there are sub-streamers. The
mainstreamers are always in the thick of challenges and
combat. The sub-streamers are always dubious, fissiparous
and engaged in factional intrigues and diplomatic
permutations and combinations. Pawan Chamling is an
upstreamer and the mainstreameri upstreamer in the
sense that his political and public life is open, frontal and
face-to-face. If he is with you, he is with you and it will be
well known to you. If he is against you, then he is against
you and he makes it explicitly clear to you.

Chamling is again possibly among the few chief ministers
who have been reading and writing about the globlisation
process. He says, "Globalisation is a fact of life today. We
have to accept it, absorb it and participate in it. We have
no choice. Therefore, we would like to maximise the gains
from the globalisation process and minimise its negative
fallouts."

While expressing his views about the globalisation
process before an exclusive meeting of the "Sikkim
Government—NGO Partnership" at India International
Centre in New Delhi in December 2000, he remarked,

"Let me briefly tell you about my reading of the
great event of globalisation. We are all now talking
about the globalisation process. The world is now
going to be a global village. Though no one is sure
about the real impact of the ongoing process of
globalisation, it is expected that Sikkim will also be
both positively and adversely affected by this. Our
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Upholder of Women's Rights

The women, the youth and the children of Sikkim have
been the most effective instruments of change and progress
in society. The integration of any society and nation is not
possible if one ignores these bloodstreams of humanity.
Pawan Chamling realized it quite early and all his politics
and administration sought to use the dignity and
participation in all the mainstreaming and upstreamlng
projects and campaigns.

He knew the cardinal truth that if womenfolk accepted
new ideas and the validity of change, they had the potential
to change whole families. If one family is changed, it has
the potential to change a whole society and the nation as
a whole. He constantly encourages women to come forward
with courage and responsibility to building the society and
the nation. He believed that unless the women come
forward, the march of civilization will be incomplete.

One of the far reaching tasks that Chamling keenly
carried out himself from the day one was to change the lot
of women by giving them responsible roles in the affairs of
Sikkim and the nation. The government committed itself to
providing due status and dignity to women and making
them self-reliant and competitive. Being fully aware that no
state could progress without the participation of its
Womenfolk, the Chamling government is leaving no efforts
nnspared to ensure that women of Sikkim get an
opportunity to work hand in hand with their male
counterparts in all spheres of life.

In its manifesto for the 1996 Lok Sabha election, the
Sikkim Democratic Front promised, "Sikkimese women
from all sections of the populace will be given their due
place in society while their rights, privileges, and status
Will be safeguarded and justice will be brought to them in
all spheres of activities." The party has kept its promises
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Looking Beyond the Horizon

Political journeys are not easy to undertake. They make the
political travellers' private lives an open book. One s
strength and weaknesses, follies and foibles are constantly
exposed to the light and scrutiny of the public gaze. And,
furthermore there is no resting point or short distance end
to these ioumeys. Sometimes such Journey undertaken by
determined travelers continue even after them. And yet
there are miles and miles to cover. Chamling's political
Journey is also an everlasting quest. None knows it better
than Chamling himself. The Journey has its rew^ds ^d
price; it has its pitfalls too. But he is not daunted by the
price he would have to pay for attaining the go^s he set
up for himself and the people of his be oved Siklam.

The jourriey often sprouted new goals ^d vit^ new
highways and the travellers have to have the vitality and
imagination enough to redraw his travelling stratepes. As
the year 2001 was coming to a close Chamlmg too was
dra^^ng a new course for his Journey. In a gathenng of his
ministers, colleagues, and senior ci^^ servants of his state,
invited to dinner at the Old Sikkim House m New Delhi, he
bared his heart and mind on the problems of the present
and goals of the future. He asked evey one of his
colleagues to get ready to act as a volunteer to tell everyone
about Sikkim today and Sikkim tomoirow its hopes and
aspirations. He was preparing them all for the 21st century

^""n^T lighter vein, Chamling asked one of the senior
women cit^l servants how long her term of service for
Sikkim remained. When she answered •2004', he smiled and
said in good humour, "Well my present term is also up to

The dinner at the Old Sikkim House was an inspiring
display of Chamling as a head of the state. In a normal and
informal conversation, he is capable of charging and
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Three Cheers for 2002

What a wonderful year it was. 2002 recorded a r^ge of
m.Jor achWement.

rsfu?.?.™ «g m= --f- r.
Officials. His daily routine remain ^ g
stretching. The year
conviction to do more Md distracted by
blessings of the ma . much larger Issues to
petty political chicanenes. He
tackle both at the State m n wanted

His worry was time. It needed it. When
to give people ewryttog
the year began he said ^ j^g needed to fulfil some
the eighth year of his Govemment^He n^
of his outstanding prom • because it was constantly
impatient and «stless^ unflinching public
in his mind that ae p .. he was not able to
support and his Person political and
give a final solution to
development issues in t ®® . pipeline. But he is also

He knows that th£ the pipeline at times
fully aware of the hars particularly at the national
tends to be ° too in accepting the fact that in
level. He is quite re^i grates and geographically
a federal structure tn .^p^racked. This is both because
distant states always ge in Parliament and the
of the political . the problems of bigger states,
gigantic and varied na number of tangible and

He had promised people. Most of them were there
intangible benefits to ^ j^jg manifesto was simple but
in his last ^^ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂ "/"^/ncorporated in it the core issues of
comprehensive. It ha Sikkim and Sikkimese. He
preservation of the identity oi
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